UTILITY BILL AUDITING
TOGETHER WE REVIEW AND RECOVER WHAT’S YOURS

ENERGY AUDITS
The various components that make up your energy billing statement make it possible for there to be errors in the way you are being charged. In fact, unbeknownst to most consumers, it’s estimated that some 80% of utility and service billing statements contain errors.

WASTE AUDITS
Just as with utility bills, service contracts such as are present with waste removal can contain costly errors as well. While refunds are less common, monthly cost reductions can be much more substantial than with an energy audit. In fact, in some instances our auditors have been able to create a more than 60% monthly cost reduction.

WATER & SEWER AUDITS
Util Auditor’s Water & Sewer Audits identify and correct inaccuracies and leakages in your billing statements. In the event that you have been overcharged, our Water Auditing Experts will work to get you the funds that you are owed by your provider or municipality. Additionally, our experts will make and implement cost saving recommendations.
TELECOM AUDITS
Telecommunications and access to information are essential in today’s fast paced business world. Util Auditor’s telcom audit professionals can lower your monthly costs, and create efficiency for your business. By implementing the latest technology and streamlining billing and services, we create cost savings and efficiency for your business.

MERCHANT PROCESSING
Merchant processing fees can be substantial - and your processing statement is among the most complicated and detailed that your business will receive. Switching processors can damage your banking relationship, or worse, could interrupt cash flow to your business. A line by line monthly processing audit can lower your costs significantly without making changes to your service.

SHIPPING AUDITS
Oftentimes there can be overcharges, mistakes and or late delivered packages on each your UPS invoice and FedEx invoice. As results, there can be a significant amount of money recovered and saved by allowing us to perform our specialized shipping audit.

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
The annual premium audit determines your company’s actual Workers’ Compensation insurance premium for the policy period, as opposed to the estimated premium originally used on the policy. Sometimes there can be dramatic changes in premium based on audit results, and not at all of these changes are welcomed by insured employers.